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Graywolf Press, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. An
astounding work of doubles by Albert Goldbarth, a dazzling virtuoso who can break your heart
(Joyce Carol Oates) Albert Goldbarth s first book of essays in a decade, The Adventures of Form and
Content is about the mysteries of dualities, the selves we all carry inside, the multiverses that we are.
This collection takes its shape from the ACE Doubles format of the 1950s: turn this book one way,
and read about the checkered history of those sci-fi and pulp fictions, or about the erotic poetry of
Catullus and the gravelly songs of Springsteen, or about the high gods and the low-down blues, a
city of the holy and of the sinful; turn this book the other way, and read about prehistoric cave
artists and NASA astronauts, or about illness and health, or about the discovery of planets and the
discovery of oneself inside an essay, or about soul ships and space ships, the dead and the living; or
turn the book any way you want, and this book becomes an adventure of author and reader, form
and content. Goldbarth s essays have pioneered and inspired new...
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Reviews
Very useful to all of group of folks. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e book. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime of
your time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Cla ir e Ca r r oll DVM
The book is great and fantastic. I could comprehended almost everything using this published e publication. I am just very happy to explain how here is the
very best ebook i have study inside my very own existence and could be he greatest book for ever.
-- Mekhi Ma r vin DVM
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